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A B S T R A C T   

A new concept has been developed for characterizing the real-time evolution of the three-dimensional pore and 
lamella microstructure of bread during baking using synchrotron X-ray microtomography (SRµCT). A commer-
cial, combined microwave-convective oven was modified and installed at the TOMCAT synchrotron tomography 
beamline at the Swiss Light Source (SLS), to capture the 3D dough-to-bread structural development in-situ at the 
micrometer scale with an acquisition time of 400 ms. This allowed characterization and quantitative comparison 
of three baking technologies: (1) convective heating, (2) microwave heating, and (3) a combination of convective 
and microwave heating. A workflow for automatic batchwise image processing and analysis of 3D bread 
structures (1530 analyzed volumes in total) was established for porosity, individual pore volume, elongation, 
coordination number and local wall thickness, which allowed for evaluation of the impact of baking technology 
on the bread structure evolution. The results showed that the porosity, mean pore volume and mean coordination 
number increase with time and that the mean local cell wall thickness decreases with time. Small and more 
isolated pores are connecting with larger and already more connected pores as function of time. Clear de-
pendencies are established during the whole baking process between the mean pore volume and porosity, and 
between the mean local wall thickness and the mean coordination number. This technique opens new oppor-
tunities for understanding the mechanisms governing the structural changes during baking and discern the pa-
rameters controlling the final bread quality.   

1. Introduction 

White bread is an essential part of the diet and gastronomic culture 
globally. The food industry has an interest in better understanding the 
impact of the baking processes on the final bread quality, aiming for a 
better use of resources (time, energy, and raw materials). Baking is still 
an energy intensive process, and microwave baking has a great potential 
for making it more energy efficient, potentially down to approximately 

25–33% of the convective baking energy consumption (Wäppling Raa-
holt et al, 2011, Wäppling-Raaholt, 2013, 2015, 2020). Microwave 
technology is today mainly used when crust formation is not necessary, 
such as for baking crustless bread and sponge cakes with icing. However, 
microwave-convective baking is an interesting alternative that combines 
the advantage from both technologies; namely, the crust formation and 
the flavor development, while an improved baking time and energy 
performance. Additional work is currently required to better understand 
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the influence of the baking process on the resulting bread quality and 
especially on its cellular microstructure. The overall aim of this work 
was to demonstrate a new concept to follow the in situ structure evolu-
tion during baking and to inspire the increased use of synchrotron x-ray 
microtomography in food science. The detailed aims of this work were to 
(i) develop a combined microwave/convection that can be used for 
synchrotron x-ray microtomography measurements (SRµCT), (ii) 
perform in situ imaging of the 3D structure evolution during baking 
using SRµCT; (iii) develop a workflow for efficient segmentation and 
image analysis of the obtained 3D data; (iv) investigate the effect of 
baking process (convection, combined, microwave), protein content and 
imaging position on the bread structure evolution. 

Bread-baking is a complex process, due to the combination of heat 
induced structural changes and chemical processes, such as expansion of 
the pores, formation of crumb and crust, inactivation of yeast, and flavor 
development (Mondal & Datta, 2008; Chhanwal, Tank, Raghavarao, & 
Anandharamakrishnan, 2012; Briceño-Ahumada, Mikhailovskaya, & 
Staton, 2022). In situ time-resolved bread structure analysis is chal-
lenging since baking occurs inside an oven and in the bread bulk. Most of 
the previous studies on bread baking have been done stepwise, with 
different samples being extracted at different times and at various baked 
states. This results in many analyzed samples, and provides information 
about the average structure evolution (Sluimer, 2005; Primo-Martín 
et al., 2010). The main limitations of that method are the interruption of 
the baking process, inducing interferences with the pore structure for-
mation, and the impossibility to follow the changes in a unique sample 
during the entire baking process. X-ray microtomography (µCT) is today 
a well-established technique for studies on the microstructure of cellular 
food products (Falcone et al., 2006a) such as porous bread (Falcone 
et al., 2006b; Lassoued et al., 2007). It is a non-destructive imaging 
technique, does not require additional sample preparation, is optimal for 
scanning low-absorbing samples, and allows to quantitatively describe 
the morphology of the microstructure (Laverse, Frisullo, Conte, & 
Nobile, 2012). Recent advances in synchrotron X-ray microtomography 
(SRµCT) makes it possible to study the gas-pore nucleation and their 
evolution inside a bread during baking. Thanks to the high photon flux 
offered by synchrotron sources, Babin et al. (2006) recorded in-situ 
bread baking inside a standard convective oven. A full tomography 
was recorded in 30 s. SRµCT has also been used to investigate the effect 
of salt on the bubble structure evolution in wheat flour doughs (Sun 
et al., 2020). A full tomography was recorded in either 74 s or 120 s 
depending on the used beamline. While these time resolutions were 
sufficient for studying proofing or convective bread baking, a faster 
image acquisition is required to follow and quantify the structure evo-
lution of bread during microwave baking due to much faster structural 
changes. Furthermore, in-situ imaging with microwave baking is addi-
tionally challenging regarding microwave leakage. 

The presented concept shows strong potential in using SRµCT im-
aging for quantitative determination of the influence of baking tech-
nology on the bread structure evolution and the final bread quality. The 
quantitative measures determined from the bread pore and lamella 
structures over time, include parameters such as, porosity, pore volume, 
coordination, elongation and lamella thickness, partly similar to the 
work from Laverse et al. (2012). The protein content plays a concomi-
tant role with the baking technology in determining the bread quality. 

The desired soft crumb and crisp crust in white bread are directly 
influenced by the cellular structure morphology (Primo-Martín et al., 
2010) and the structural key element for wheat flour is the protein 
content (Hu et al., 2021; Johansson et al., 2002; Sluimer, 2005). For 
example, low protein content flour typically yields a dough with high 
gas permeability resulting in a bread with low rise volume and poor 
internal crumb structure (Chamberlain, 1973). However, the interplay 
between the baking process and the formulation on the baking quality 
are still not fully understood. 

In this work, the bread structure evolution was successively assessed 
and quantified during combined microwave-convective baking by 
modifying a commercial oven and using in-situ 3D X-ray imaging at both 
a high spatial resolution (11 µm voxel size) and time resolution (400 ms 
full tomographic acquisition) with the fast-scanning abilities at the 
TOMCAT beamline at the Swiss Light Source, Paul Scherrer Institute. 
The image reconstruction was followed by an image quantification 
protocol, that allowed for determination of porosity, local wall thick-
ness, pore volume, elongation, and pore coordination number. The ca-
pabilities of the concept are demonstrated by comparing three baking 
technologies: microwave baking (Microwave), convective baking 
(Convective), and microwave-convective baking (Combined) at three 
different positions inside the dough items. Data was also collected for 
two flour varieties: naturally high gluten (Spring wheat), naturally low 
gluten (Kondis) and Kondis with added gluten (Extra) to relate both to 
the protein concentration and flour force. The presentation of results is 
primarily based on the Extra flour. Two general observed correlations 
for all the samples are also presented at the end of this work. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Oven compatibility with synchrotron X-ray microtomography 

Combined microwave-convective baking as imaged by SRµCT at the 
TOMCAT beamline (Paul Scherrer Institute, Swiss Light Source, 
Switzerland) was successfully done by modifying a commercial oven 
(Electrolux OOM1000CZ) at RISE. The modified oven was assembled at 
RISE and implemented at TOMCAT, and the modifications are shown in 
the appendix A in Fig. A.1. Two aluminum windows (0.5 mm thick 
sheets) were installed on both sides of the oven, allowing X-ray trans-
mission, while encapsulating the microwaves. These windows were 
attached with high-temperature resistant aluminum tape. The oven 
walls were originally stamping-pressed. Since the position and geometry 
of these partly coincided with the desired position of the aluminum 
windows, the introduction of the latter resulted in some changes also of 
the stamping-pressed geometry. Tomographic imaging requires the 
bread samples to rotate around a vertical axis inside the oven. This was 
achieved by placing the bread on a custom-made sample holder. The 
sample holder was made of polyetheretherketone (PEEK) plastic which 
provides good thermal stability and X-ray transparency. An 8 mm- 
diameter hole was drilled at the bottom of the oven to accommodate the 
sample holder shaft and enable connection to the beamline rotate stage. 
The plastic shaft was extended at the bottom by a 28 mm metallic cyl-
inder to suppress microwave leakage due to evanescent modes. The 
lower part of the sample holder shaft outside the oven was additionally 
air-cooled by continuous room temperature pressurized air flow. More 

Table 1 
Experimental design includes the baking technologies and their relevant parameters, flour types, and vertical positions of the volume-of-interest (VOI) from the sample 
holder.  

Baking technology Bread flour Volume-of-interest  

T (oC) Microwave power (W) Baking time (min)  Protein content  Position Z (cm) 

Convective 220 0 11 Spring wheat 13.3 wt% Bottom 1.0 

Microwave 30 300 2 Kondis  9.5 wt% Middle  2.6 

Combined 230 100 5 Extra  13.3 wt% Top  4.1  

F. Schott et al.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   
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details on these modifications are shown in the appendix A. 

2.2. Experimental design 

The experimental design involved three different parameters: (1) 
baking technology, (2) flour type and (3) vertical position inside the 
breads. For baking technology, the effect of microwave baking (Micro-
wave), convective baking (Convective), and microwave-convective 
baking (Combined), on the bread structure evolution was evaluated. 
The variations in flour type included naturally high gluten (Spring 
wheat), naturally low gluten (Kondis) and artificially high gluten (Extra). 
The effect the bottom (Bottom), middle (Middle) and top (Top) positions 
inside the buns, on the structure evolution was also evaluated. During 
each experiment the position of the sample stage was fixed and a specific 
volume inside the bread buns was not followed due to the highly not 
linear evolution of the bread microstructure, not known a priori. Table 1 
summarizes the 27 different cases in the experimental design. 

The three flours were prepared from two different wheat flours, one 
flour with a naturally high protein-content, called Spring wheat, and one 
flour with a naturally low protein-content, called Kondis (official brand 
name of Abdon Food AB, Helsingborg, Sweden). Their protein contents 
were 13.3 wt% and 9.5, respectively, with a standard deviation of 
0.003 wt%. The measures were done in duplicates from the total ni-
trogen content, according to the Dumas combustion method (Saint- 
Denis & Goupy, 2004) and using a LECO TruMac nitrogen analyzer 

(LECO Corporation, USA). A nitrogen-to-protein conversion factor of 5.7 
was used for calculating the protein content, in accordance with ISO/TS 
16634-2:2009 for wheat flour (Müller, 2017). The Kondis and Spring 
wheat doughs were based solely on Kondis and Spring wheat flour, 
respectively. However, Extra dough was instead prepared by strength-
ening the Kondis flour with artificially added gluten (Manildra Milling 
Corp., 72.0 ± 0.7 wt% protein) to reach the same protein content as the 
Spring wheat dough. The rest of the recipe was similar for the three dough 
types (Thorén, 2020): 1110 g flour (pure or with added gluten), 18 g salt, 
18 g sugar, 18 g rapeseed oil, 600 g water and 13.5 g dry yeast. The 
ingredients were mixed in a laboratory kneader (VMI Linix group, SPI- 
LAB, Saint-Hilaire-de-Loulay, France) for 2 min at low speed (dough 
hook rotating at 60 rpm, bowl rotating at 6 rpm) and for 7 min at high 
speed (dough hook rotating at 180 rpm, bowl rotating at 15 rpm). The 
temperature of the doughs after mixing was estimated to 22–25 ◦C based 
on previous experience using the same dough kneader. After kneading, 
the dough was left to rest for 10 min, and then rolled into buns weighing 
(90.0 ± 0.5) g. The resulting dough items were put in a freeze room 
equipped with forced air circulation at –40 ◦C, and then sent to TOMCAT 
in thermally insulated boxes three weeks after their production, and two 
days prior to the experiment. The dough items were inspected upon 
arrival, and those showing signs of thawing were discarded, whereas 
intact items were placed in a freezer at − 18 ◦C. One by one, they were 
finally defrosted and proofed in a laboratory oven (Thermo Scientific 
Heraeus, U.S.) at 40 ◦C for 120 min before baking. The dough items were 

Fig. 1. (a) The oven-tomography setup at TOMCAT. The X-ray beam (in red) propagates through the modified oven and are collected by the GigaFRoST CMOS 
camera after exiting the oven. The oven chamber is highlighted by a dashed cyan-blue box. (b) Inside view of the modified oven chamber, showing the two aluminum 
windows (the X-ray entering from the left and outgoing on the right) and a bread sample on the sample holder. The X-ray radiographies of the bread can be acquired 
while being simultaneously baked by convection and microwave heating. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to 
the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 2. (a) Diagram showing the extracted volume-of-interest (VOI) inside the breads, i.e. bottom, middle and top positions. (b–e) post-processing steps for the first 
image from the Extra-Middle-Convective series (t = 6.4 s): (b) reconstructed image, (c) segmented image, (d) separated pores and (e) separated pores with removed 
pores at the edges, top and bottom. The pores are labelled with arbitrary colors. 
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sprayed with water every 20 min to maintain a moist surface (3 sprays 
per occasion). A water container was additionally placed inside the 
proving oven to ensure a high ambient humidity. 

Baking was either purely convective for 11 min at 220 ◦C (Convec-
tive), purely with microwave for 2 min at 300 W power and at room 
temperature (Microwave) or combined convective-microwave for 5 min 
at 230 ◦C with 100 W microwave power (Combined). The indicated 
microwave powers should be understood as average powers, where 
1000 W pulses were distributed over time, namely by pulse-width 
modulation. The duration of these pulses was approximately 12 s for 
microwave baking and 4 s for combined baking. Baking conditions for 
convection and combined baking were chosen based on a series of core 
temperature measurements during baking using optical fiber tempera-
ture probes (FISO), aiming a core temperature between 96 ◦C and 98 ◦C. 
The time for reaching core temperature was weighed against other pa-
rameters such as achieving comparable crust formation and coloring of 
bread, as well as built-in oven features in terms of possible settings for 
temperature and microwave power. The microwave baking settings 
were similarly based on core temperature measurements (96–98 ◦C core 
temperature). The overall ambition was to choose baking conditions 
that illustrate possible savings in baking time for different baking 
techniques. It should be emphasized that the chosen settings are a trade- 
off and could have been chosen differently. The flours and baking con-
ditions are summarized in Table 1, together with the vertical position of 
the tomographic volume-of-interest (VOI) from the base of the sample 
holder. The latter were equal to 1.0 cm, 2.6 cm or 4.1 cm, respectively 
referred as Bottom, Middle, and Top positions, as illustrated in Fig. 2a. 

2.3. Image acquisition 

Once the oven had reached a stable baking temperature, the dough 
was mounted on the sample holder in the oven. Since the safety search of 
the control hutch at the beamline took between 30 and 60 s, the timer 
function of the oven was used to delay the start of the microwave 
heating so that the tomographic imaging could be started prior. X-ray 

projection images of the bread were acquired while the sample holder 
rotated around a vertical axis. The incident near-parallel X-ray beam 
was a broad band white beam filtered to 50% of power with an energy 
distributed between 15 and 45 keV and further attenuated by a glass 
slide to avoid beam damage. The X-rays passing through the bread were 
converted to visible light by a LuAG:Ce 300 μm thick crystal scintillator 
placed 250 mm from the sample, which was subsequently recorded by a 
custom-made CMOS detector (GigaFROST camera, Mokso et al., 2017). 
The setup is shown in Fig. 1a. Five hundred radiographic projections 
covering 180◦were acquired per tomogram, resulting in a total scan time 
of 0.4 s. The image reconstruction was done using a Fourier based re- 
gridding method (Marone & Stampanoni, 2012). The resulting images 
captured a bread volume of 5.5 × 15.3 × 15.3 mm3, with a 11 µm voxel 
size. A tomogram was acquired every 2.8 s for the microwave series and 
every 6.4 s for the convection and combined series (except 12.4 s in one 
series, Spring wheat-Combined-Middle). These time-series contained be-
tween 50 and 115 reconstructed volumes. In total, 70 bread samples 
were imaged. Based on various qualitative observations relevant for 
describing the bread properties, a selection of 30 time series were kept 
for further analysis. The breads with a cracked crust and deformed shape 
after baking were discarded. The horizontal slice movies were then 
inspected and only the series without reconstruction artifacts were kept. 
At the Top position the bread was in some cases evolving too fast 
compared to the acquisition speed resulting in motion artifacts. This 
summed up to 1530 volumes. 

2.4. Image processing and analysis 

The bread image processing consisted of two parts: (1) an image 
post-processing step, including filtering steps, followed by (2) the image 
analysis and quantification steps, where several relevant quantitative 
bread properties, such as porosity, pore size, elongation, local wall 
thickness and connectivity were extracted (Laverse et al., 2012). First, 
the gray-level background was homogenized using a top-hat filter (van 
der Walt et al., 2014). The solid regions were then segmented from the 

Fig. 3. Diagram showing the extracted bread property: from the left to the right, the local-wall thickness hw, the porosity ϕg, the individual pore volume V, 
elongation E, and coordination number Z. The larger local-wall thicknesses regions are shown in red and the smaller ones in dark blue. The pores are labelled with 
arbitrary colors. The ratio of the maximum shape eigenvalue by the minimum shape eigenvalue gives the elongation E of the cyan pore. The coordination of the 
mustard pore is equal to two, by its contact with the purple and the green pore regions (on the left). However, it is not in contact with the orange, salmon and pink 
pores (on the right). (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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pore space using the Otsu’s thresholding method (van der Walt et al., 
2014). The individual pores were identified from these binarized images 
using the ITK watershed algorithm (Stamati et al., 2020). Ring artifacts 
were observed in the reconstructed images close to the center of rotation 
(Barrett & Keat, 2004). Therefore, a central cylindrical mask was applied 
along the axis of rotation (0.25 mm radius). The pore regions being cut 
at the top and bottom of the volume and at the edge by the cylindrical 
mask were removed to prevent bias in the calculated properties. As an 
illustration, the post-processing steps for the first volume (at baking time 
t = 0 s), from the Extra-Convective-Middle series are shown in Fig. 2: (b) 
reconstructed volume of interest image, (c) segmented image, (d) 
separated pores and (e) separated pores with removed pores at the 
edges. There were typically between 1000 and 10,000 pores per image. 

The different image analysis measures determined in this work are 
shown in Fig. 3. The porosity and local wall thickness were extracted 
from the binarized images (Fig. 2c). The pore volumes, elongations and 
coordination numbers were extracted from the separated pores, with 
removed pores at the edges (Fig. 2e). Porosity ϕg was defined as the 
number of void voxels divided by the total number of voxels in the 
image, i.e., with ng gas and ns solid voxels, ϕg =

ng
ng+ns

. Local wall 
thickness hw was extracted using the fast local thickness algorithm 
developed by Dahl and Dahl (2023). In Fig. 3., on the left-hand side, a 
local wall thickness sub-volume is shown. The colors indicate the 
measured local thicknesses. The larger local-wall thicknesses are shown 
in red and the smaller ones in dark blue. The mean local wall thickness 
〈v〉 is the average of the non-zero local-wall thickness values in the 
image. In the same figure, on the right-hand side, a separated pore sub- 
volume is shown. The pores are labelled with arbitrary colors. The pore 
volume was computed as the number of voxels in each pore region. 
Given the set of coordinate of a pore {r}, its center of mass position is 
〈r〉j, then its shape tensor can be defined as S = 〈

(
r − 〈r〉j

)
⊗

(
r −

〈r〉j
)〉1/2

j , here with 〈⋯〉j the average over all voxels j (Raufaste, Dollet, 
Mader, Santucci, & Mokso, 2015). The elongation E of each individual 
pore was based on the principal components as the ratio of the maximum 
shape eigenvalue (Smax, the major semi-axis) by the minimum shape 
eigenvalue (Smin, the minor semi-axis): E = Smax/Smin. The elongation is 
by construction greater or equal to 1. As an example, the elongation of a 
pore (in cyan color) is shown in Fig. 3. The coordination number Z was 
defined as the number of touching neighbors in the separated pore 

image. It can also be seen as the number of open contacts between a pore 
and its neighboring pores, or the connectivity between neighboring 
pores. It was directly extracted by the function ‘labelledContacts’ 
available in the SPAM python package (Stamati et al., 2020). As an 
example, the coordination number of one pore (in mustard color) is 
shown in Fig. 3. The mean pore volume 〈V〉, mean elongation 〈E〉 and 
mean coordination number 〈Z〉 were computed as an average value over 
all pores in an image. For more details, an example of batchwise 
quantification is showed as a jupyter notebook in foamquant docu-
mentation (Foamquant documentation, 2023). 

To evaluate the accuracy of the method we do the following 
consideration. The main source of error originates from the image seg-
mentation due to the finite resolution of 2–3 voxels in the 3D re-
constructions. The mean pore volume in the imaged bread samples 
ranged between 13,500 and 45,000 voxels. A segmentation uncertainty 
of 1 voxel would lead to a possible inaccuracy on the pore size mea-
surement of 0.8–2.0 %. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Structure evolution during baking 

The concept developed in this work makes it possible to monitor the 
three-dimensional structure evolution in-situ during the transformation 
from dough to bread and to determine quantitative parameters of the 
bread structure during the baking. One example of such a structure 
evolution is shown in Fig. 4. The horizontal cross-section of recon-
structed images (upper row) in the middle of the 3D volume, and cor-
responding pore-separated (lower row) of an Extra-Convective-Middle 
sample are shown at different times during baking. The bread structure 
starts typically at a low porosity, with small, isolated, and slightly 
elongated pores. During baking, the microstructure evolves with an 
increasing porosity, decreasing local wall thickness, and an increasing 
mean pore volume, elongation, and coordination. 

SRµCT provides full 3D information about the structure evolution 
and consequently distributions of all measured quantities. Distribution 
representation allows quantitative comparison between the series while 
preserving the richness and complexity of the extracted data. The 
quantified individual pore volume V, coordination number Z, elongation 
E, and local wall thickness hw showed significant spread inside each 

Fig. 4. Horizontal cross-section of reconstructed images (upper row, such as in Fig. 3b) in the middle of the 3D volume, and corresponding pore-separated images 
(lower row, such as in Fig. 2d) at different times during baking of an Extra-Convective-Middle series. The bread lamellar structures appear brighter, and the air pores 
appear darker in the upper row. The pores are labelled with arbitrary colors in the lower row. 
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Fig. 5. (a) Density distributions of the pore volume V, coordination Z, elongation E, and volume fraction of local-wall thickness hw (normalized by the solid fraction), 
at the beginning and end of the baking, for the Extra-Middle samples with different baking technologies. For recall, see their definition in section 2.4. The orange line 
is the distribution in the beginning (proofed state) and the blue line is the distribution in the end (final state). The red backgrounds emphasis the ranges for which the 
final distribution is below the initial one, and the green backgrounds emphasis the ranges for which the final distribution is above the initial one. (b) Corresponding 
frequency distributions of pore volume V, coordination Z and elongation E, as well as local-wall thickness hw as a function of time. The frequency is shown by the 
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single image. Density distributions of the individual pore volume V, 
coordination number Z , elongation E, and local wall thickness hw for 
Extra-Middle and Convection, Microwave and Combined are shown in 
Fig. 5. The distributions at the beginning and end of the baking are 
shown in blue and orange in Fig. 5a. The corresponding time resolved 
frequency distributions are shown in Fig. 5b. 

The density distribution evolutions are quite similar between the 
three different baking techniques in Fig. 5a. The number of pores typi-
cally decrease inside the VOI, while the distribution profiles only change 
slightly during baking supporting the importance of proofing on the final 
baked state (Fig. 5a). More differences during baking can however be 

observed in Fig. 5b. 
First of all and as expected, the evolutions for Convection is slow and 

continuous while for the two other baking techniques, changes occur 
stepwise due to the microwave pulses. The volume density distributions 
before and after baking typically show a peak around 1 ‧ 106–2 ‧ 106 µm3 

(0.001–0.002 mm3). In the end, the distribution is not only simply 
shifted to larger volumes. The number of small pores decreases, and the 
number of large pores increases. The orange curves flatten at the 
smallest volumes, indicating a preservation of a few smallest pores 
through baking for the three baking techniques (below 1 ‧ 105 µm3). The 
coordination distribution provides information about the connectivity 

color level and is logarithmically scaled. Blue indicates a low frequency and red indicates a high frequency. If the frequency is equal to zero, the pixel is shown in 
white. The white vertical bands for Microwave and Combined, are a consequence of microwave-pulse-induced motion artifacts – those images were excluded from 
the analysis. The arrow symbols ( ) show the loss of the non-connected pores during baking. The oval symbols ( ) show the simultaneous decrease in elongation 
and number of pores in the volume-of-interest. The diamond symbols ( ) show structure relaxations after microwave pulses. (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 

Fig. 5. (continued). 
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between pores. In general, the connectivity increases with time and the 
highly connected pores become relatively more numerous with time. 
There are initially more non-connected pores (Z = 0) than pores con-
nected with one other pore (Z = 1), but this difference tends to decrease 
during baking. See the bottom non-connected line in Fig. 5b ( sym-
bols). At all times, larger pores were more connected, but without any 
dependency on their elongation (not shown here). The walls around 
small and more isolated pores are breaking. These pores subsequently 
merge with larger and already more connected pores. 

The elongation distributions for Convection at the beginning and at 
the end were nearly identical, see Fig. 5a. The pores elongated above 1.3 
become relatively more numerous for Microwave as indicated with green 
background in Fig. 5b. The same trend as for Microwave can be seen also 
for Combined, but the trend is weaker. Often during Convection baking 
and for the different flours, a 2 to 3 min long jump in elongation is 
observed, with an increased spread of the values (such as shown in 
Fig. 5b, Convection). Here during the jump, the elongation increases 
approximately by 0.5. Then, the pores relax and become less elongated 
simultaneously with a sudden decrease in the number of pores in the VOI 
(decreasing frequency in Fig. 5b, symbols). These jumps were not 
observed with Microwave nor Combined heating. One possible explana-
tion for this behavior can be attributed to the heat fronts propagating 
through the breads during Convection baking. Elongation was also 
temporarily increased by the microwave pulses. Within 20–30 s, the 
structure relaxes with a decreasing elongation ( symbols in Fig. 5b, 
elongation subfigures). These fast evolutions can sometimes be seen at 
the same times for V and Z ( symbols) with temporarily slightly larger 
and more connected pores. The local wall thickness distribution shows 

typically an increase of volume fraction in the small walls (below 70 – 
80 µm, green background). Due to the space resolution limitation, the 
wall thickness points below 33 µm are cumulated measures of the 
thicknesses below 33 µm (Fig. 5a), and the large number of the smallest 
walls are explained by the cumulation. 

3.2. Comparison of the baking processes 

The influence of the baking technologies (Microwave, Conventional 
and Combined) on the porosity ϕg, mean pore volume 〈V〉, mean pore 
coordination 〈Z〉, and mean wall thickness 〈hw〉 is shown as a function of 
time for the Extra-Middle series in Fig. 6a–d. Although they are not all 
starting exactly at the same levels, for the different properties, due to 
natural variations in proofing, clear differences in structure evolution 
can be observed. As expected, microwave-baking immediately heat the 
core of the buns, which accelerate the baking process. The ready-baked 
state is reached first by Microwave, followed by Combined and finally by 
Convective. A plateau in porosity and pore mean volume is reached after 
about 8 min for Convective, while after approximately 1.5 and 2.5 min 
for Microwave and Combined, respectively, see Fig. 6a and b. The 
porosity and mean volume follow an S-shaped increase as a function of 
time for all the three baking technologies. This S-shaped evolution may 
be interpreted as the so-called “oven spring” describing the stage where 
the maximum rise of the bread occurs due to steam and carbon dioxide 
expansion, resulting in a non-linear increase in pore volume (Zhang, 
Datta, & Mukherjee, 2005). Note an accelerated increase in porosity and 
mean pore volume after approximately 7,5 min for Convection, which is 
absent for microwave heating. This increase can be compared with the 

Fig. 6. Effect of baking technologies (Microwave, Conventional and Combined). Time-averaged porosity ϕg, mean pore volume 〈V〉, mean pore coordination 〈Z〉, and 
mean local wall thickness 〈hw〉 as a function of time for Extra-middle (a–d). For recall on the quantifications see their definition in Section 2.4. The standard deviation 
between the Microwave series is indicated as a shaded area around the mean values (2 replicates). Only one Extra-Middle sample was imaged with Conventional and 
Combined baking. 

Fig. 7. Effect of the vertical position (Top, Middle and Bottom positions inside the breads). Time-averaged porosity ϕg, mean pore volume 〈V〉, mean pore coor-
dination 〈Z〉, and mean local wall thickness 〈hw〉 as a function of time for Microwave-Extra (A-D). For recall on the quantifications see their definition in Section 2.4. 
The standard deviation between the series is indicated as a shaded area around the mean values (2 replicates for Middle and 2 for Bottom). Only one sample was 
imaged at the Top position. 
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shift in elongation observed in Fig. 5b ( symbols). It is primarily 
attributed to the heat front propagation through the bread. This differ-
ence between microwave and conventional baking with regard to heat 
propagation from the exterior to the interior have been well described 
and are summarized in the reviews by Gülüm (2001) and Bon-Orm, 
Jury, Boillereaux, and Le-Bail (2023). In addition, similar differences in 
porosity depending on the baking technology have also been observed 
by Datta et al. (2006), using various analytical non-in-situ techniques. 
Fig. 6c, shows increasing mean coordination number and decreasing 
mean wall thickness with time for the three technologies. The lamellas 
slowly become in average thinner and thinner, and more and more of 
them break between the pores, which agrees with previous findings 
(Nicolas, Glouannec, Ploteau, Salagnac, & Jury, 2017). Convection 
shows a slight decrease in mean coordination (0.5 in average) and in-
crease in mean wall thickness around 2 min (Fig. 6c and d), which 
corresponds to a plateau in porosity (Fig. 6a). This reason for this can be 
that when the ratio between air and material in the bun (the porosity) 
stops increasing, although the mean pore size stills increase, the cell wall 
thickness must also decrease. 

3.3. Baking homogeneity – The effect of position in the bread 

The effect of the vertical position in the bread (Top, Middle and 
Bottom) on the porosity ϕg, mean pore volume 〈V〉, mean pore coordi-
nation 〈Z〉, and mean wall thickness 〈hw〉 is shown as a function of time 
for the Microwave-Extra series in Fig. 7a-d. The evolution of the porosity 
ϕg are similar for the three positions, increasing from around 60% to a 
plateau at 75% (Fig. 7a). The mean pore volume 〈V〉 also increases 
similarly for the three positions, but with a slightly higher pore volume 
plateau reached for Top and Middle compared to Bottom (around 
0.01–0.02 mm3 more, Fig. 7b). The mean coordination number 〈Z〉 in-
creases with approximately 1.5 for all three positions (Fig. 7c). The 
mean local wall thickness 〈hw〉 decreases with about 15 µm for the three 
positions (Fig. 7d). The final states for 〈Z〉 and 〈hw〉 are clearly influenced 
by the initial proofing, with a lower average number of open walls and 
thicker lamellas at the Bottom (2.5–3 less open walls and 15 µm thicker 
than at the Top). More information about initial proofing can be found in 
appendix B. In the Bottom, the slightly smaller porosity, mean pore 
volume, smaller coordination number and larger mean cell wall thick-
ness are influenced by the crust formation and structure collapse at the 
bottom of the bun. Microwaves is known to homogeneously heat the 
bread while convective heat presents a propagation front from the 
outside. In future studies, this type of analysis could be used to 

investigate the microstructure differences induced by these different 
heat propagations. 

3.4. General correlations between structure properties 

Correlations between the various microstructure measures have been 
investigated for all images and experiments included in this study. Two 
strong correlations have been identified: between the porosity ϕg and 
mean pore volume 〈V〉, and the mean local wall thickness 〈hw〉 and mean 
coordination number 〈Z〉, shown in Fig. 8a and b, respectively. Each 
point corresponds to one analyzed 3D structure. In total, 1530 3D vol-
umes have been examined. For all time-series and during the whole 
baking process, the mean pore volume increases with increasing 
porosity, and the mean wall thickness decreases with increasing mean 
coordination number. 

It is interesting to qualitatively investigate how the structures dis-
tributes according to baking technology and flour type in Fig. 8a and b. 
For Microwave heating, the points are generally more dispersed in both 
Fig. 8a and 8b. The points corresponding to combined baking is some-
what displaced towards low porosity and low mean pore volume, 
whereas conventional baking is to some extent displaced towards high 
porosity and high mean pore volume, in Fig. 8a. In Fig. 8b, the points 
belonging to conventional baking is rather centered, whereas the points 
associated with combined baking are nearly as spread as the microwave 
baking points. The data in Fig. 8a and b indicate a dependence between 
porosity, pore volume and baking technology. But the dependence is 
much weaker than found in previous studies that showed significant 
different pore-size distribution depending on the baking technology 
(Datta, Sahin, Gülüm, & Ozge, 2007). Thus, more research is needed to 
investigate the relationship between baking technology and evolution of 
porosity and mean pore volume and to reveal the underlying 
mechanisms. 

A clearer differentiation can however be made between the three 
flour types (Spring wheat, Kondis and Extra). In Fig. 8a, the points cor-
responding to the Spring wheat flour (green) are in the middle, the Kondis 
points (blue) are slightly shifted to the left and the Extra points (red) are 
slightly shifted to the right. For a given porosity value, the pores in 
Kondis are estimated to be in average around 5% larger and in Extra 
around 5% smaller compared to the Spring wheat. The addition of gluten 
had a significant effect on the structure, with larger porosities reached 
by Extra compared to Kondis. It is well known that the final volume of a 
bread increases linearly with the protein content (Tronsmo et al, 2003). 
Dough viscoelasticity is directly controlled by the amount of gluten, due 
to their high non-cross-linked entanglement (He & Hoseney, 1992). He 

Fig. 8. Correlations between measured structure properties, defined in Section 2.4. (a) Mean pore volume 〈V〉 as a function of the porosity ϕg. (b) Mean local 
thickness 〈hw〉 as a function of the mean coordination number 〈Z〉 of all the series. Each point corresponds to an analyzed image (1530 points in total). The flour type 
clusters were drawn in background light colors for eye-guide (green for Spring wheat, Blue for Kondis and red for Extra). (For interpretation of the references to color 
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.) 
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and Hoseney showed that in dough with lower percentage of protein the 
cell walls reached their expansion limit before the starch gelatinize, 
resulting in mechanical failure of the cell wall and the loss of gas. Kondis 
results in a low protein quantity dough, with large starch content and 
high elasticity. The structure cannot be extended as much as Spring wheat 
and tends to collapse more easily. In Extra, when increasing the gluten 
content, the proportion of filler becomes lower in comparison to gluten, 
allowing disentanglement of the polymer chains and larger expansion of 
the dough. However, Tronsmo, Færgestad, Schofield, and Magnus 
(2003) showed that the final bread volume correlates with the quality of 
the proteins. The larger porosities reached by Extra compared to Spring 
wheat can be attributed to the additional gluten quality difference, being 
more accessible for reinforcing the bread structure than the naturally 
present one in Spring wheat flour. Here “quality” refers to the combined 
effect of the proteins, glutenin and gliadins subunits composition, and 
the molecular weight proportion of proteins and glutenin (Tronsmo et 
al, 2003). Datta et al. (2007) showed a more complex dependence be-
tween the median pore diameter and porosity – both measured with 
non-in-situ methods. In future studies, their concept of “open”, “closed” 
and “flow-through”, would be interesting to compare with in-situ and 
non-in-situ measures. 

In Fig. 8b, the local mean wall thickness shows a negative − 8.8 µm/ 
contact slope with the mean coordination number. The reason for this 
correlation is that a structure with larger average local wall thickness is 
also a structure in which the pores are more isolated from each other, i. 
e., with a lower coordination number. Greater resistance to deformation 
is obtained at larger strains, i.e. strain hardening (Tronsmo et al., 2003). 
Stretching will therefore preferably occur in the thicker regions of the 
dough because the thinnest regions are the stiffest, allowing for the 
bubble to increase before rupturing. If a dough has a high strain hard-
ening index, gas cells can expand before rupturing or coalesce with other 
cells. Although most literature has focused on the stretchability and 
strain hardening properties of gluten, the possible role of a liquid 
lamella, containing soluble materials in the flour, to assist the stretching 
has recently been proposed (Grenier, Rondeau-Mouro, Dedey, Morel, & 
Lucas, 2021). In the liquid lamella, the starch also has an important role 
for the stability of the walls, but how starch and gluten interact and how 
it affects the pore structure formation is not clear (Meerts, Cardinaels, 

Oosterlinck, Courtin, & Moldenaers, 2017). It is also interesting to 
observe in Fig. 8b that Kondis points are mainly located in the top-left 
corner, the Spring wheat in the middle and the Extra in the bottom- 
right corner. The low gluten content induces a more closed structure 
with larger mean local wall thickness than Spring. The addition of gluten 
results in lower mean wall thickness for Extra, even more than for Spring. 

4. Conclusion 

A novel combined microwave-convective oven setup at the TOMCAT 
imaging beamline (Swiss Light Source synchrotron, Paul Scherrer 
Institute, Switzerland) was developed. This allowed for sub-second high 
resolution X-ray microtomographic imaging of the 3D bread structure 
evolution during baking. A workflow for automatic batchwise image 
processing, segmentation and analysis of tomographic 3D bread struc-
tures was established. Porosity, pore volume, coordination number, 
elongation and local wall thickness were determined as a function of 
time. 

It was possible to obtain high-quality imaging data of the structure 
evolution both during convective, microwave and combination baking. 
Microwave baking was the most challenging due to rapid expansion and 
displacement of the structure. 

The results showed that the porosity, mean pore volume and mean 
coordination number increase with time, and that the mean local cell 
wall thickness decreases with time. It was found that the evolution of the 
pores mean elongation was influenced by the heat propagation. Clear 
dependencies were established between the mean pore volume and 
porosity, and between the mean local wall thickness and the mean co-
ordination number. 

This concept opens new opportunities for the investigation of in-situ 
3D bread structure evolution, and for development of faster and more 
energy efficient baking technologies, such as optimized bread baking 
recipes and improved bread quality and shelf-life. In future work, it will 
be interesting to follow up on the indication of the weak dependence of 
the bread microstructure on the baking technique by more careful in situ 
investigations of the structure evolution. It would also be interesting to 
more carefully investigate the statistical significance of differences due 
to processing and formulation of the bread. However, that would require 

Fig. A1. (a) Location and geometry of press-stamped dents on the left ovens wall before modification (view from the inside of the oven). The front of the oven 
chamber is on the left (FRONT) and the back is on the right (REAR). The larger dent is concave and the smaller is convex. (b) The resulting dented geometry after 
modification with the aluminum window shown in filled grey. In (B), only the modification dimensions are indicated. Drawings are not scaled along the vertical and 
horizontal axis. (c) Dimensions and picture of the PEEK table with the metallic bottom extension. (d) Vertical position of the X-ray beam with the oven and PEEK 
sample holder. 
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a larger number of replicates, a more comprehensive experimental 
design and more beamtime. 
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Appendix 

A. Oven modifications 

The dimensions of the oven chamber given by the manufacturer 
documentation are shown in Fig. A.1a. The oven had walls which met 
the ceiling, the back, and the floor of the chamber in a curved way. The 
positions of the modified windows were measured from where the 

Table B1 
Initial proofed state of the breads with three types of flours and at the three positions. The mean value and standard deviation are shown. The mean value is obtained by 
taking the average of the acceptable samples of the three baking techniques for each specific flour and position. The maximum values, line by line, are shown in bold. 
The minimum values, line by line, are underlined.  
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curvature ends. The holes were cut in the metal casing and in the mineral 
wool insulation-layer, with the approximate size and positions illus-
trated in Fig. A.1b in grey. The flat-field measurements were done 
without bread on the sample holder. At the Tomcat beamline, the oven 
and PEEK sample holder (Fig. A.1c) were positioned in such a manner 
that the beam would pass 117 mm above the support on which the oven 
rested (Fig. A.1c). With the sample holder in its lowest position, this 
allows a free passage of the beam for any bread with a height below 
52 mm (37.5 + 14.5), as shown in Fig. A.1d. 

B. Proofed dough structure 

The proofed dough structure is the state from which the bread 
evolves through baking. The proofed strongly influences the resulting 
baked state. The proofing conditions (proofing time and temperature) 
were kept constant in our experiments regardless of the flour type. This 
resulted in variation between the flour types and positions in the imaged 
bread. It is well known that flour strength, protein content and ab-
sorption of water affect fermentation time and volume (Zghal, Scanlon, 
& Sapirstein, 2001). Weak low-protein flours rise faster during proofing 
and flours with a high protein content usually form bread with a higher 
volume than low-protein flours (He & Hoseney, 1992). Measured 
porosity, mean pore volume, mean pore coordination number, and mean 
wall thickness are shown for the different cases in Table B.1 Overall, the 
porosity varied between 40 and 60%, the mean pore volume between 
0.03 and 0.08 mm3, the mean pore coordination between 2 and 8 
neighbors, and mean wall thickness between 80 and 120 µm. As ex-
pected, different initial states were observed as a function of the flour 
type and the position inside the bread. The Extra and Kondis-Top dough 
structures showed the largest porosity, around 60 %, with a more ho-
mogeneous porosity for Extra compared to Kondis. The Extra-Middle and 
Bottom had substantially larger mean pore volume compared to the 
other cases, and Extra had the highest mean coordination number for all 
positions compared to the other flours. On the other hand, the Kondis 
flour had the largest mean wall thickness for all positions compared to 
the other flours. The Extra proofed structure is more homogeneous over 
the vertical positions than Kondis, with initially smaller porosity, larger 
and more connected pores, and finer bread lamellas. Kondis has a 
similarly fine structure at the top but gradually gets a coarser structure 
when going to the middle and bottom positions. 

Appendix A. Supplementary material 

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://doi. 
org/10.1016/j.foodres.2023.113283. 
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